Special Japan Holiday Offer!!!!
******* Limited Availability*******

KNI Tour Code -2020107

Tokyo - Mt. Fuji – Hakone - Nikko
(JAPAN 4Nights/5Days)
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

Starting from

USD 920

Per Person

Tour Cost Per Person : Minimum : 2 PAX , Twin/Double Sharing basis
2 Star
3 Star
4 Star
5 Star

USD 920
USD 1050
USD 1165
USD 1430

PACKAGE INCLUSIONS: 

Hotel: Please refer hotel page



ESG : English Speaking Guide during sightseeing on SIC basis tour only



MEALS : Breakfast only basis



TRANSPORTATION : A/C Coach



ENTRANCE TKT : All Inclusive as per itinerary

Exclusions:





Gratuities
Any meals other than mentioned in itinerary
Camera charges, water bottle or any expense of personal nature
Tipping - NA for SIC basis Tour

ITINERARY
Day 1:
Arrival Transfer by Shared Limousine Bus (From Narita Airport)
Overnight at hotel
( Tokyo Hotel)
Day 02: Tokyo Afternoon
12:15 - 13:20
Pick-up Service
Gather at designated locations (hotels in Tokyo) and board the bus bound for Hamamatsucho Bus
Terminal.
13:40 Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal
Walk to the World Trade Center Building from Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal and visit the observation
deck.
Seaside Top (observation deck) (20 min)
Enjoy a panoramic view of Tokyo's bay area from a height of 152 meters.
Imperial Palace Plaza (10 min)

Admire the view at this National Garden that was formerly a private garden of the Royal Family. Enjoy
the view of Nijubashi Bridge, which is said to be the face of the Imperial Palace, as well as the view of
the Imperial Palace itself.
Ginza (drive-by)
From the window get a look at Ginza, where rows of luxury brand shops, and recently 'fast fashion'
retailers, line the streets.
Senso-ji Temple & Nakamise Shopping Street (45 min)
Senso-ji, Tokyo's oldest temple, offers plenty to see including the bright red Kaminarimon Gate, a
statue of the god of thunder, and a five-story pagoda. The bustling street known as "Nakamise"
stretches for about 250 m from Kaminarimon Gate to Senso-ji Temple and is filled with a plethora of
shops.
Asakusa
Boat Cruise
Sumida River Cruise (40 min)
Cruise around modern day Tokyo and experience the atmosphere of Edo.
Sumida River Cruise may be unavailable without prior notice due to river conditions. Changes in the
itinerary will be provided by the guide.
As the schedule of Sumida River Cruise will be altered during cherry blossom season (expected
period: mid-March – early April), arrival time may be delayed.
During the cherry blossom season (mid-March – early April), the Sumida River Cruise ride may be
switched to cherry blossom viewing at Sumida Park due to congestion.
Hinode Pier
Disembark
17:30 - 17:30
Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal
Disembarking only
17:50 - 17:50
Tour ends at Tokyo Station (Marunouchi South Exit)
There is no drop-off service to hotels after the tour ends at Tokyo Station.
Overnight at hotel

( Tokyo Hotel)

Day 03: 1-Day Mt. Fuji & Hakone Tour (Return by Motorcoach) (No Lunch)
07:30 - 08:30
Pick-up Service
This tour can be joined from various meeting points mainly located at major hotels throughout Tokyo.
- 09:00
Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal (120 min)
Depart from Hamamatsucho and head to Mt. Fuji by bus.
(Chuo Expressway or Tomei Expressway)
Mt. Fuji 5th Station (30 min)
The bus will head up to the 5th Station along the Subaru Line. The 5th Station is situated at 2,300
meters (7,546 ft) above sea level. At this height, participants will be amazed at spectacular,
breathtaking views from above the clouds.
Lunch
Lunch is not included in the tour.

Lake Ashi Cruise (15 min)
This crater lake along the southwest wall of the caldera of Mt. Hakone was formed by a powerful
volcanic eruption nearly 3,000 years ago, and provides postcard views of Mt. Fuji towering 30 km
northwest. Admire the superb view of Mt. Fuji from aboard a ship.
Mt. Komagatake Ropeway (50 min)
Take a 7-minute ropeway ride to the peak of Mt. Komagatake. A total of 50 minutes will be spent
here, including time to walk around at the peak. Take a cableway ride up to the spiritual Hakone
Shrine Mototsumiya (original shrine) that nestles at the mountaintop.
Hakone
Depart Hakone and return to Tokyo by bus.
The bus may make stops at hotels in the Hakone area and Odawara Station.
18:30 - 20:00
Shinjuku
Drop-off near Shinjuku Station West Exit
*Please head to your next destination on your own from Shinjuku.
19:00 - 20:30
Ginza
Drop-off at Sukiyabashi Intersection in Ginza.
*Please head to your next destination on your own from Ginza.
Overnight at hotel

( Tokyo Hotel)

Day 04: 1-Day Nikko World Heritage Tour (Lunch Included)
07:30 - 08:30
Pick-up Service
This tour can be joined from various meeting points mainly located at major hotels throughout Tokyo.
09:00 Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal (160 min)
Depart from Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal and head to Nikko by bus.
(Metropolitan Expressway, Tohoku Expressway, Nikko Utsunomiya Road)
Nikko Toshogu Shrine
Tour the UNESCO World Heritage Site famous for its lavish decorations and ornate details. This 400-yearold shrine houses the remains of Edo period's founder, Ieyasu Tokugawa. Enjoy seeing the traditional
beauty of the main hall, as well as the sleeping cat and 3 monkey carvings.
*Please note that due to major repair and restoration work, part or all of Toshogu Shrine's Yomeimon
Gate will not be visible.
Please note that due to major repair and restoration work, the sleeping cat carving, three monkeys
carving and part or all of Yomeimon Gate will not be visible at Toshogu Shrine.
Lunch
Enjoy a Japanese-style lunch.
If you would like a vegetarian menu, please inform us at the time of reservation.
Lake Chuzenji (10 min)
Created by an eruption of Mt. Nantai, this lake is a symbol of Nikko.

Kegon Falls (30 min)
Known as one of Japan's 3 great waterfalls, Kegon Falls towers an impressive 97 meters and gushes water
from Lake Chuzenji.
The charge to take the Kegon Falls elevator is not included in the booking price. Admire the waterfall
from the observation deck facing the falls free of charge.
19:00 - 19:30
Shinjuku
This tour disbands upon arrival near Shinjuku Station West Exit. Please head to your next destination on
your own from Shinjuku.
Participants will head to their next destinations on their own from Shinjuku, but the guide will explain
how to go back to hotels.
19:30 - 20:00
Ginza
This tour disbands upon arrival at Sukiyabashi Intersection in Ginza. Please head to your next destination
on your own from Ginza.
Participants will head to their next destinations on their own from Ginza, but the guide will explain how
to go back to hotels.
Overnight at hotel

( Tokyo Hotel)

Day 05:
Free time till departure
Departure Transfer to Airport by Shared Limousine Bus

=============Tours ends with Sweet Memories=============
Terms & Conditions:


Above Itinerary is a suggested Itinerary and not a Confirmed one as it can be Changed due operational conditions
or availability of SIC base tours.
Before confirmation of the Booking, Please cross check with us your Travel Detail.

Thank You so much for your Kind Consideration.
Looking Forward for Successful Business Relations...!!

HOTEL PAGE
Any of below mentioned or similar hotel in staying city as per itinerary

2 STAR

3 STAR

Tokyo

Tokyo

Tokyo Grand Hotel
Hotel Mystays Kameido
Tokyo Inn

Shinjuku Washington Hotel or Similar
Apa hotel Shinjuku Gyoen Mae or Similar
Apa Hotel Sugamo Ekimae or Simila

4 STAR

5 STAR

Tokyo

Tokyo

Grand Prince Hotel New Takanawa
Hotel Mystays Premier Omori
Grand Nikko Tokyo Daiba

Hilton Hotel Tokyo
The Prince Park Tower Tokyo
Shangri La Hotel Tokyo

